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These Paper Water Cups are a great alternative to the typical plastic

 water cups used in the past. They are slightly smaller than the 200ml 

plastics ones as well, which means less waste. These cups are classed as

155ml, but when filled to the brim actually hold 175ml.. Bulk pricing available

by request.

Paper Water Cup 155ml 50/Sleeve

THORZT is a great tasting, scientifically proven mix of cutting edge branch

chain amino acids, combined with magnesium & a formulated blend of

electrolytes for optimum hydration in all conditions, & the new addition of B

and C group vitamins. Designed to maintain mind & body function, THORZT

can boost your physical & mental potential, relieve muscle pain, cramps &

spasms, reduce anxiety & sleep disturbance, & improve the body’s stress

response. 50 sachets per bag

Thorzt Solo Shot "Mixed Flavours"

3M have significantly reduced the pricing on their Gold Hookit Discs.

This allows us to pass that saving onto you. Contact our Paint & Panel

specialist Aaron (021 833 979) for pricing

3M Gold Hookit Disc Price Reduction

$5.08/Sleeve + GST

FEBRUARY & MARCH SPECIALS

$38.89/Bag + GST
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Tamper Evident Tape provides the freight receiver with visible

evidence of tampering by revealing a hidden message if the tape is

peeled off the applied surface. The surface of the tape is also silicon

coated to prevent resealing of the package. 

These classic styled tins are the same size as what some tapes were

supplied in many years ago. They are seconds so can have mild

blemishes, each tin also has tape around the lid & top which once

held the lid on. We have a large quantity of these tins, so please

contact us if you would like a bulk deal. Height 175mm, Diameter

120mm 

Tin & Lid (Seconds)

FEBRUARY & MARCH SPECIALS

$0.80/Each + GST

Tamper Evident Security Tape 48mm x 50m

$29.78/Roll + GST

240L Wheelie Bin Liner Clearance 25/Packet
We 're over stocked on Wheelie Bin Liners, so they 're going out the

door for a fraction of the price we pay for them. Only while stocks last 

$5/Packet + GST


